Items Resolved
 Users reported the system could not generate a tag if the certified lienholder name was greater
than 30 characters. Users can now create a tag if the certified lienholder name is greater than 30
characters.
 The system was not allowing users to type in the vehicle make when "Other" was selected from the
drop-down menu. The system now allows users to type in the vehicle make when “Other” is
selected in the drop-down.
 Counties were seeing duplicate dealer locations when searching on the dealer search page. The
system is now only displaying the dealer location specific to the county.
 The eTAG dealer home page was displaying the actual dealer name instead of the "doing business
as" DBA name. The actual dealer name was also printing on the tag for some dealers. The system
is now displaying the DBA name, and it is printing correctly on the tag.
 Certain dealer administrators did not have the appropriate permissions for specific locations. Users
now have appropriate permissions in eTAG.
 Some dealers experienced an issue where motorcycle tags were not sized correctly. Motorcycle
tags are now the appropriate size.
 webDEALER was not presenting the option for Texas title as ownership evidence for used vehicles
in certain situations. Texas title is now an option for used vehicles with Texas records.
 A buyer tag cannot be issued to a buyer from a non-USA zip code. Buyer tags can now be issued to
out of country zip codes.
 When entering lienholder information, users were unable to change the state in the dropdown.
Users can now enter the state in the dropdown for lienholders.
Items Pending
 Dealers report that a buyer tag is unable to be issued when there is an active vehicle specific tag at
another dealer location. The resolution is currently scheduled for April 30.
 Some dealers have information in eTAG/webDEALER that did not convert correctly from
eLICENSING. Updates to the data are currently scheduled for the weekend of May 4.
 Vehicles manufactured in two stages, such as motor homes, are not able to issue a buyers tag with
the correct vehicle information. The system is not allowing the year, make and body style to be
changed to reflect the final vehicle.
 Upon log in, the landing page is not displaying the approved webDEALER icon in Internet Explorer
11.

